June 9th, 2018 • 8 am - 4 pm

Open to all middle and high school students for an inspiring day of flute. Workshops will include:

- Fun flute warm-up class
- All State and audition prep class
- Beatboxing class
- Classes on intonation and articulation
- Social media and your flute
- Flute choir reading session

$80 for the day includes a healthy lunch.

Flutists of all levels are welcome.

Unlimited space for middle and high school flutists of every level. We have space for up to 15 masterclass slots - these flutists will perform for one of the teachers a solo of her/his choice.

Applications due May 1st - masterclass slots are first come first serve.

colorado.edu/music/summer-collegel-music/panoramic-flutist